www.tracksynq.com

MONITOR FLEETS UP-CLOSE IN REAL-TIME
TrackSYNQ is a ready-to-deploy platform that provides track
& trace functionality, fleet visibility and geo-fencing, amongst
other features. TrackSYNQ’s easy-to-use comprehensive
user interface provides real-time monitoring of your fleet
and drivers from any device.

COMPREHENSIVE
FEATURES

GPS FLEET TRACKING

REAL-TIME FLEET VIEW

GEO-FENCING

VEHICLE USAGE HISTORY & PLAYBACK

CUSTOM REPORTS

MONITOR VEHICLE SPEED & IDLE TIME

TrackSYNQ implemented a fleet management system for over 200 vehicles. They
understood our asset tracking needs and suggested solutions to resolve various
problems. We appreciate their services and will definitely engage trackSYNQ again.”

JACK WANG
Hiap Tong Crane &
Transport Pte Ltd

THE TRACKSYNQ ADVANTAGE

ACCURATE MAPS
TrackSYNQ uses SLA’s OneMap & Google Maps to ensure accuracy of locations.
OneMap is an integrated map system for government agencies to deliver accurate
location-based services and information

ACCESS FROM ANY DEVICE
TrackSYNQ uses Cloud Computing on Amazon Web Services (AWS). So you do not
have to be tethered to a single computer/ network. You can monitor the real-time
location and condition of your fleet vehicles from any device online.

IN-HOUSE INSTALLATION TEAM*
The trackSYNQ team takes full responsibility for the installation of tracking device
as we have our own in-house workshop for top quality installation and secrecy
* Country Specific

REAL-TIME TRACKING
TrackSYNQ auto tracks your fleets and updates their positions even as they are on
the go. You can remotely monitor these real time updates on your PC without the
need to constantly and manually refresh your computer.

2ND GENERATION MVNO
TrackSYNQ 2nd Generation MVNO enables use of all networks on a single APN.
Our SIMs work with multiple networks (such as SingTel, StarHub and M1 in
Singapore) and across multiple countries, for maximizing geographical coverage

SAVE $$
TrackSYNQ is high on functionality but light on your pockets! TrackSYNQ does not
tie you down with a contract nor charge you for server usage. Our services are
subscription-based and very affordable.

TRACKERS
Monitor Remote Equipment
Meitrack T333

Teltonika FM3300

OUR CUSTOMER

Our new generation advanced automotive trackers are
equipped with GPS and GSM connectivity. While the GPS
module collects position information, the GSM capability is
utilized to send this data to our servers for real-time fleet
tracking. These trackers are also capable of monitoring
remote equipment such as engines, truck doors & other
digital sensor status, and can store up to 1500 records to
upload later if the network is not available.

iDA iSprint Pre-Qualified
TrackSYNQ is a pre-qualified
solution for iDA’s iSprint!
That means you could get up
to 70% funding support for
implementing trackSYNQ.

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

+65 6837 1582
www.tracksynq.com
sales@galactio.com
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